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I purchased the larger size of this map. It has a matte type finish, which seems durable, but it is

NOT laminated. It fits nicely on a $5 piece of foam insulation and looks great on a wall with some

pins in it. Highly recommended for people who wish to pin their destinations or possess a highly

detailed, tastefully colored map.

The "Traditional" that is sold by  *IS* laminated, but it is $48 which makes it steep for a map without

a frame.The "basic size" and "enlarged tubed" that are sold by PosterRevolution are NOT laminated

(I contacted them on 12/29/13 and they confirmed this). Their large size is $28 which is very steep

for a non-laminated piece of paper.Maps, Globes, and More advertised the "enlarged tubed" as

having "laminated paper," but they shipped me a non-laminated map. Had I not taken a screen shot

of their description at the time I ordered it, I would have had to pay for return shipping out of my own

pocket. Be aware that no one is selling a laminated version of the "enlarged tubed" map

anymore.The laminated 48x73 map is AWESOME -- I've received tons of compliments on it and

refer to it often. I had some leftover baseboard from my house renovation that I spray painted Dark

Walnut and used to frame this map.....great way to dress a huge blank wall.

Great for my bedroom. I LOVE the colors and general aesthetics. If the font was any bigger it would

look tacky in my opinion so it is perfect.I was looking for something that would cover my entire wall.

This does not but I like it none the less. This was the largest map I could find that I liked and was

affordable.

Great design, size & colors. Cities are listed, but hard to really zoom in to & see detail within each

country, but great for general country & city listings.

We mounted this on cork board under my son's twin loft. It is practically the perfect size, in height

and width. He LOVES it! The antique color/look goes well with the colors of his room (tan/beige,

navy, and olive green). It is perfect for a boy's (of any age) room, office, etc. Very professional and

well done. It arrived rolled inside a stiff plastic tube, and that was in a larger cardboard rectangle.

We are VERY satisfied and thrilled.

Awesome map. I've had it up on my wall for years and people continue to compliment on how cool it

is. It's large enough to decorate an entire wall. I often find myself staring at the map for a few



minutes and realizing that I have a lot of work to do if I'm trying to see much of this world in person!

I was so pleased with this product! It came in a nice tube and packaged very beautifully. I had no

problem getting the map out of the tube and once it was on my wall, it layed flat and was breath

taking! I got this as a birthday present for my husband and I was worried about how it would make

our bedroom look but I am so glad I bought it because it truly is beautiful! I really suggest if you are

going to buy a wall map that you pick this one! It was all in one piece so there wasn't any kind of

positioning it together. We took some thumbtacks and just placed it on the wall! Great product! :)

When i first opened the box from UPS the product seemed like it had been properly delivered as the

outside box was completely dent free and had no signs of being tossed around before being

delivered. However, upon further inspection of the actual product which was inside of a clear plastic

tube i found the map to be dented in the middle all the way across (being its a 73" map that is a long

way) and the map seemed like it had been jammed into the tube because the top of the map all the

way across was scrunched over and ripped as if whoever packaged it was too lazy to properly

package the map. Overall i loved the actual product but the lack of properly packaging is

unsatisfactory, i'm going to return the product due to the severity of the damage being the map is

73"x49" so any damage will be easily visible.
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